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Abstract, The famous result of I’. Skolem of 1933 assures the regularity of $JA-sets of arbitrary 
integer valued matrices A. It prompts also a problem of deciding the emptiness of $A (Skolem 
Problem), and a more implortarlt problem of describing B;A in terms of finite-state machine or 
Kleene’s Regular Expression. We show (by elementary method) that recursiveness of Skolcm 
Problem entails constructability of exact regular expression (machine). Under the same assump- 
tion, this provides an algorithm for the full matrix equivalence problem $A = &. Mor~:over, we 
prove the equivalence problem ‘modulo a finite set’ 9~ =F$B to be recursively solvable. 
Given any integer-valued matrix A (a square one) and a regular expression (set) 
R. R is moreover supposed to be over a one letter alphabet a, and identified with 
a subset of natural numbers W, an - n. Define 
where RU stands for the right-upper entry of the matrix. An easv fact (cf. Nasu- 
Honda [6,7]; Turakainen [Ill; see also Schutzenberger [lo]) is thr,: following. 
Prc~position I. Gizlen any integer-z!alued matrix A and a regular expression R, there 
exist efectiuely constructible matrices B, C such that 
Also, S!” # (b means $A f o (which is a subproblem of the uniform checking of 
the: condition {; 1 RU(A’) := RU(B”)} (by Eilenberg-Rabin [2]-recursively decid- 
able). Th ,s gives us 
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Prop&ion 2. Goen, any integer-valued matrix .A, the problem whether X’ f (8 is 
recursiveiy solvable. 
Now let ‘RSE’ stand for the assumplion that Skslem Emptiness Problem $A # fl 
is recursive. We are ab’le to formulate the fohowing Lemma. 
Lenma P. Gben any integer-valued matrix A and a regular expression R, under 
RSE-assumption there lex&ts an algorithm for checkSing the equality B;A = R. 
Proof. ,;r;, = R is equlivalent to the checking for the emptiness of two formulas 
&A pl f =@ A XA n R =:fl {R stands for o\R). By Proposition 1 we construct wo 
matfilces B, C such that <j& =$, A k? n XC = XA n R. 
Now RSE-assumpticbn e tails decidability of the first conditions, whereas Proposi- 
tion 2 settles the second one. 
By SkoIem [8] we know (noneffectively:! 
Thearem It. A set R 5;; o is regular ifl there exists an integer-valued matrix A such 
tjiat - _ 
Theorem 1 combined with Lemma 1, gives us the following observation: 
‘nearurn 2. Utzder JI!,!W there exists an effective algorithm for constructing for any 
given integer-valued matrix A, a precise defining regular expression (automaton &) 
R such that 
Pro& Enumerate all automata (expressions) over one letter alphabet, say up to 
isomorphisn.., by the function e. Then execuc;e a consecutive subroutine-algorithm 
program (of Theorem 2) for checking $A = L(e (i)), i E (~1. 
By ‘Theorem 1 our semi-procedure isa recursive one, which ends our proof. 
Theorem 2 has twa interesting consequences. First, let us notice that the trade-off 
Regubgr Expression R (N-Rational power series) b-+ Matrix A (s.t., R = 9~) is 
(triviatlv) recursive ~:cf, e.g., [lo]). The difficult problem is the recursiveness of the 
‘vie;: &sa’ direction (which H re have proven recursive under RSE, Theorem 2). 
Now !et RC stand for the assumpti+:ln of the recursiveness of the matrix &sets 
camp zments 
, 
a c 
hy Proposition 2, lR,C is stronger than SE. By Theorem 2 we h;ifve 
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Theorem 3. R§E is equivalent to RC. ( LMer R%E there exists an algorithm for 
computing for arbitrary matrix A its &complemerrt.) 
Proof. By Theorem 2, under R?SE, we can write an exact expression I+? such thlat 
I? =$A. Moreover, we can construct etiectively matrix B such that R ‘= $& This 
ends the proof. 
We have another immediate coroll;ary of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4, Given any pair of matrices, A, B ; under SE, there exists an algorithm 
for deciding the equivalence &IA = $& 
All ,the constructions above were elementary and did not require any insight into 
the Skolem’s original p-adic technique proof. Now, closer look at this proof would 
yield the following result- we would need below. In what follows we get rid of the 
RSE and prove that the equivalence moldulo finite set =‘F of two &sets, is algorithmi-, 
tally solvable. 
Tlheorem 5 ([I, 51). There exist ejFectk.le procedures for deciding for every matrix A 
whether 
IJQ 1 c o and INCA I< w. 
We call two sets A, B equivalent ‘module finite set’, A =F 8, iff their symmetric 
difference ALIB is finite, i.e. they ‘difffer’ only on finite domain. Now call any 
regular expression R (this time, also with the dual meaning, and treated as a sinigle 
word over (a, l , u , *)), an &Approximative of a matrix A ifi R = ($A. ‘Denote 
the set of all $-Approximatives of a matrix .I by App(A) = {fi 1 R =F A}. 
We prove 
Theorem 6. For arbitra.vy ma,\rix A th,e set ,kpp(A) c {a, l , v , *}* is constrwtiuely 
recursive, (Given a regular expression R and a matrix A, there exists an c$5ctilve 
procedure for deciding whether R =F$Q,.) 
Proof. We have R = F& Ifi the se? .R 17j,~ \J R n&A is finite. By Proposition 1, it 
is reducible to the general check for firliteness of two formulas j3’&I a= w A I$JCl C w. 
These are decidable by Theorem 5, which lzrds the proof. 
We are able now to formulate the dcacidability of the equality pwbkm App(A) r 
App(B) for arbitrary pair of matrices A. B ; i.e. the decidability of the ‘rnodulo-finite- 
set’ equivalence of $&-sets as a pure ccrnsequence of Theorem 5. 
Plcorrlem “I (Solvability of =F-equivalence). For every pair of matriws A, B, the 
problem of H ehether B;A --& is algorith,wicaUy solvable. 
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Pr~~ot, Let e be a :i;tandar(d enumeration of regu’lar expressions. By Theorem 6, 
there l?xists an algorithm for deciding $A :=r e (i) and && =re (i) for every i E W. 
Define a semi-procedure for checking the =r-equivalence on i’s. On the other 
hand we know by Skoliem (Theorem I) $$A, $B must be regular, and therefore our 
se&p*ocedures are recursive; and in cosEtsequence ourproblem is reducible to the 
problem of deciding & =r RB with & =.;:&A and RB =pBig for RA, Ra effectively 
constructible. 
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